Your Future Starts Here

Internships Now Available in the U.S.A.

•

New Orleans, LA

GET Opportunity at
University of New Orleans

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING™ offers international
students and young professionals exciting short-term research and
internship experiences in the United States. Learn more by visiting
www.iieget.org or email us directly at GET@iie.org.

Program Dates:
February 13 – April 7, 2017
Application Deadline:
January 9, 2017

The University of New Orleans is excited to host the Air Quality
Monitoring, Modeling, and Management (AQM3) GET Program. Prepare
to solve current and future air pollution problems facing the world and
distinguish yourself as a leader.
The AQM3 program provides participants with an understanding of
the basic concepts involved in air pollution engineering and science,
access to a variety of cutting edge air quality monitoring equipment,
and experience working on air pollution challenges and management
strategies through field visits to a variety of relevant industries. Interact
with distinguished speakers from local companies that share diverse
experiences and perspectives in science, engineering, environmental policy
and management.
Experience the historical and exciting city of New Orleans, Louisiana and
take part in the famous Mardi Gras celebration while learning hands-on
about the challenges facing the globe and how to help solve them!
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Knoxville, TN

•

GET Opportunity

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING™ offers international

at University of
Tennessee, Knoxville

internship experiences in the United States. Learn more by visiting

Program Dates:
January 30 – March 3, 2017
Application Deadline:
December 16, 2016

students and young professionals exciting short-term research and
www.iieget.org or email us directly at GET@iie.org.
Experience the practice of Lean Enterprise firsthand and become an expert
in creating value through the University of Tennessee Knoxville’s Lean
Enterprise Systems Spring GET Program!
Lean Enterprise is the practice of creating more value for consumers
while using fewer resources and eliminating waste. This invaluable concept
is practiced across a number of industries and has become a well-known
and transformative solution for organizations looking to become
more competitive.
Participants in this program will work with tenured university faculty
to learn the technical knowledge of Lean and then work in teams with
companies around the region to apply this knowledge and help solve
challenges in a sustainable way for these companies.
The program is intended for participants in different disciplines of
engineering and business who are interested in developing into leaders and
standing out to future or current employers as tried and tested experts in
creating value and solving problems for real companies.
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Chicago, IL

•

GET Opportunity at
Loyola University Chicago

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING™ offers international
students and young professionals exciting short-term research and
internship experiences in the United States. Learn more by visiting
www.iieget.org or email us directly at GET@iie.org.

Program Dates:
March 20 – April 28, 2017
Application Deadline:
February 13, 2017

In today’s digital age, the value of an education in computer science
keeps growing. Join Loyola University Chicago’s Computer Science
Research Program for GET to learn about the computer science research
cycle applied to software and hardware for programs we use across
industries every day!
This program brings together participants from a variety of computer
science-related academic programs to exchange their traditional coursebased educational experiences with project-oriented research efforts.
Participants will research and present a distinct project to peers and
professionals, make site visits to local companies and organizations in the
computer science industry, and participate in a weekly Computer Science
Seminar program.
Participants will complete this program with leadership skills, experience
working with teams, a distinguished knowledge of the computer science
research cycle, and a unique experience in beautiful Chicago, Illinois, a
major U.S. city with lots to see and offer!
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River Falls, WI

•

GET Opportunity at

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING™ offers international

University of Wisconsin,
River Falls

internship experiences in the United States. Learn more by visiting

Program Dates:
March 18 – April 14, 2017
Application Deadline:
February 11, 2017

students and young professionals exciting short-term research and
www.iieget.org or email us directly at GET@iie.org.
Become a valuable resource in solving the safety and risk challenges
faced by every workplace and industry by participating in the University
of Wisconsin River Falls U.S. Industrial Safety and Risk Management GET
Program! As a global leader in the development of Industrial Safety and
Risk Management standards, the U.S. provides unparalleled opportunity
to develop an understanding and appreciation of the avoidance and
prevention of safety and health hazards in every workplace. Tour 20+
businesses in Wisconsin and develop an understanding of the real-time
benefits of proactive safety planning while acquiring skills that can be put
to use in any employment setting!
From beginning to end, this program allows participants to examine timetested concepts and techniques of safety and health management, and
understand their application in an operational environment. Learn from
experts during guest speakers, panelists, and presentations throughout
the program. This program also includes the attendance at the Wisconsin
Safety Council’s Spring 2017 Safety & Health Conference, with more than
1,500 attendees and 500 exhibitors.
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Newark, NJ

•

GET Opportunity at

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING™ offers international

New Jersey Institute
of Technology

internship experiences in the United States. Learn more by visiting

Short-Term Program Dates:
January 17 – March 17, 2017
Long-Term Program Dates:
January 17 – May 12, 2017
Application Deadline:
December 13, 2016

students and young professionals exciting short-term research and
www.iieget.org or email us directly at GET@iie.org.
The NJIT GET Research Program provides opportunities for both
undergraduates and graduates to work alongside tenured NJIT faculty
on a variety of research projects in a range of disciplines. This program
provides a unique opportunity to use cutting-edge equipment in
modern laboratories, work in partnership with professionals at the
University, and join NJIT’s academic community.
Ranging from theoretical projects (mathematical modeling of stem
cells) to practical, hands-on experiences (tools and techniques to
evaluate civil infrastructure), participants will receive personalized
training from faculty and graduate student mentors. Participants will
also join excursions to local points of interest, observe and learn during
seminars, visit nearby major corporations, as well as prepare and deliver
a final research presentation to industry leaders and peers.
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